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Large language models (LLMs) such as GPT-4 or Med-PaLM have demonstrated outstanding capabilities across a wide variety of domains. However, LLMs still face challenges when dealing with complex reasoning tasks, and there are significant concerns about their truthfulness, transparency, robustness, and compliance with ethical principles and regulatory guidelines. It remains unclear how users can trust and verify AI systems that increasingly exceed human knowledge, reasoning, and speed along many dimensions, but fail along some — often unexpected — other dimensions.

This uncertainty hinders the applicability of LLMs in important, complex, and safety-critical domains such as medical practice. Users need to perform detailed checks of the output generated by the LLM and any evidence presented, which is too resource- and time-intensive to be feasible in many settings.

The problem is compounded by the fact that most powerful frontier systems, such as GPT-4, are black boxes that can only be accessed through restricted APIs, making transparency, auditability, and adaptability to local needs and regulations difficult. This limits the usefulness of current LLMs in medical settings, and could lead to significant harm if LLMs are used despite their limitations.

In the proposed project, we investigate how these problems can be mitigated through an 'AI safeguarding AI' approach in the domain of medicine. We introduce the concept of 'safeguard AI' (SAI) systems, which complement primary AI systems — such as GPT-4 — that are already in use (Fig. 1, Fig. 2).
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*Figure 1: The interaction between primary AI system and user is enhanced through the addition of a SAI system. Each entity has complementary strengths and weaknesses.*
Figure 2: An illustrative example of the interaction between user, primary AI, and SAI. (A) The user enters a question. (B) The primary AI system is instructed to provide a well-structured answer with supporting evidence that adheres to the principles laid out in the SAI protocol. (C) The SAI system checks the primary AI system's response, reports and summarizes shortcomings, and assigns an overall “trust score”. (D) Optionally, the SAI system’s criticism can be fed back to the primary AI system, along with additional follow-up questions and critiques from the user. (E-F) The primary AI system can improve its response based on the critique provided, and is subject to further critique from the SAI system. Finally, the user decides on a response (and further actions) based on the previous exchanges between the primary AI system, the user, and the assisting SAI system. SAI systems will minimize unnecessary distractions to the user.
Examples of current project ideas:

- Implementation and further development of ExamineAI, a web environment developed by us to interact with users and conduct user studies.
- Read patient examples from medical books and turn them into question-answer samples on which we can test AIs. Generate good test cases automatically, e.g. invent patients from guidelines and see if the model can classify them correctly.
- Prepare medical knowledge from trustworthy sources, such as specialist books and online sources, in such a way that we can use it for automated fact-checking. In other words, good retrieval from high-quality sources.